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Uses of minimum bib record

- De-duplication
- Discovery
- Reporting
- Node for attaching order, payment, mhld, item, circulation/holds, reserves, item-level additions (bookplate)

Not included (we don’t think) in marc->BF conversion that needs to be in SearchWorks

- Mhlds
- Items
- Bookplate 979s (they get added after payment, which could be after conversion)
- Nielsen 9xx fields
- 916 field that holds date cataloged for new book display/facet/indexing

Non bib-record attachments

- ordering
- serial control
- payments
- circulation
  - checking in/out
  - holds
  - reserves
  - holdings
  - item level information
    - call no. information
    - library
    - home location
    - current location
    - number of pieces
    - itemcat stuff
    - barcode
    - bib level information
      - 9XX updates

Bibliographic record (Current minimum)

fixed fields
Rec_Type
Bib_Lvl
Enc_Lvl
Dat_Tp
Date1
Ctry
Lang

any other appropriate to specific formats

appropriate standard/publisher number according to format (020, 022, 024, 028)
one access point (usually 100)

245

264 (however many)

300

336

337

338

490

Also, these would be nice to have for Acquisitions when they search:

- 500 with vendor notes
- a scanned title page

Problems with having just a stub record in Symphony

Searching for TS de-duplication/identification purposes:

- before ordering
- at point of cataloging
- upon receiving
- Data Control troubleshooting
- Searching for lost items (especially 910)

Other problematic areas:

- BCAnalytics
- Export to OCLC, WEST, Hathi Trust, Google digitization
- User notices? If title and/or author no longer match between what they see in SW and what is in Symphony, they’ll see the “operational” data on notice

Symphony report problems

- Reporting if based on bib tags/fixed fields
- Display of bib data when doing other reports